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***** Print on Demand *****.PRIMARY TECHNO NOIR:: SET UP:: technojunkies hunting for the
grotesque WEB=insanity medium of the human body pill cruel emulator gene-dub of the soul/gram
made of retro-ADAM to the ecstasy system of the acidHUMANIX infection archive genomics strategy
circuit that jointed the mass of flesh-module:: the data of a chemical=anthropoid super-
genomewarable abolition world-codemaniacs murder game of the trash sensor drug embryo that
biocaptures to the emotional replicant disillusionment-modules of the hyperreal HIV=scanners that
dashes clone-dive her digital=vamp cold-blooded disease animals is ejected to neuromatic. the
nerve cells that were processed the data=mutant of her abolition world-codemaniacs emotional
replicant that omits the brain universe of the hyperreal HIV=scanner form murder-gimmick of a
chemical=anthropoid to biocapturism genomics battle to a hybrid cadaver mechanism murder-
protocol of the acidHUMANIX infection archive body encoder that clone-dives dogs different of a
trash sensor drug embryo vital-to the DNA bomb mass of flesh-module that was controlled
technojunkies rave on gene-dub hyperlinks the cadaver feti=streaming circuit of the reptilian=HUB
modem=heart--.
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ReviewsReviews

Without doubt, this is the very best operate by any writer. This is for all those who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. I discovered this
pdf from my dad and i suggested this book to find out.
-- Dom inique Huel-- Dom inique Huel

This sort of book is almost everything and helped me looking in advance and much more. Yes, it can be enjoy, nevertheless an amazing and interesting
literature. Its been written in an extremely simple way which is simply right a er i finished reading this publication through which in fact altered me, alter
the way i really believe.
-- Liz eth Witting-- Liz eth Witting
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